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Accessibility, text-extraction
Accessibility, author advice for Tagged PDF
Tagging in TikZ diagrams.
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text-extraction
For a very long time (always ?) there has been trouble with reliably extracting textual content.
from many PDFs produced using TEX.
I Why is that?
I Can it be xed?

It depends upon the font used!
Most TEX fonts have problems of some kind.

N OW HERE ’ S SOME REAL -WORLD TEXT, USING ACCENTED CHARACTERS FROM E U ROPEAN AND S LAVONIC LANGUAGES .

I Yes, it can.

mostly

I CELANDIC : H VENÆR VAR BÓKSTAFURINN ‘ É ’ TEKINN UPP Í ÍSLENSKU Í STAÐ ‘JE ’
OG AF HVERJU ER ‘JE ’ ENN NOTAÐ Í ÝMSUM ORÐUM ?
Þ AR MÆLTI HANN MEÐ ÞVÍ AÐ É YRÐI SKRIFAÐ MEÐ BAKFALLSBRODDI , ÞAÐ ER È
ÞAR SEM BREIÐIR SÉRHJÓÐAR TÁKNUÐU ANNARS TVÍHLJÓÐ . S TAFSETNING R ASKS
HAFÐI FLJÓTLEGA TÖLUVERÐ ÁHRIF.

I Is it easy to do?

L ATVIAN : VASAR A˛ ŽALIUOJANTYS ARBA VISADA ŽALIUOJANTYS MEDŽIAI , RE ČIAU
KR ŪMAI . L APAI SKIAUT ĖTI ARBA IŠTISINIAI , DANTYTAIS AR LYGIAIS KRAŠTAIS .
KUOKELINIAI ŽIEDAI NUSVIRUSIUOSE ŽIRGINIUOSE . VAISIUS – VIENAS ĖKL Ė GIL Ė .

I Yes (kind of), and No (for some things).
C ZECH : P O PROUDU ŘEKY JE Č ECH ŮV MOST DESÁTÝM PRAŽSKÝM MOSTEM . J EDNÁ
SE O JEDINOU TAKTO VELKOU SECESNÍ MOSTNÍ KONSTRUKCI U NÁS . D ÍKY TOMU
PAT ŘÍ MEZI CHRÁNĚNÉ TECHNICKÉ PAMÁTKY. N A ŠÍ ŘKU M Ě ŘÍ 16 METR Ů A S DÉL KOU 169 METR Ů SE JEDNÁ O NEJKRATŠÍ PRAŽSKÝ MOST .
H IÇ BIR KELIME Ğ ILE BAŞLAMAZ !
A Ğ AÇ KELIMESININ ORTASINDA , DA Ğ.

H IÇ BIR ZAMAN ILK SIRADA DE ĞILDIR Ğ.

S LOVAK : N APOSLEDY HL’ADANÉ SLOVÁ :
Ĺ , DEPRIMÁCIA , PRIPEK , P REPEK , WICIŠ ČÍ Ť, WICHLASTANÍ , DEPRIVÁCIA , I BRÍ ČEK ,
DEPRIVOVAŤ, DEPRIVOVANÝ, NAŠKUBANÍ , K OWÁLKA , LEŽACÍ , S MÍ ČE ŇÍ , ODMALI ČKA ,
N E O KRÔCHANÝ, NALOŽI Ť, O KRÔCHANÝ, O KRÔCHANEC , PRE ǦAZDOWAŤ, PICA , OPLÁKÁWAŤ, ZRETELNI , SUPLIK , ŠUPLIKA , C HOR , RASLAVICE , POT ŘÍ ŤI , NÁBOŽ ŇE ,
POLL’ET ŇE , WINASNAŽI Ť SA , H ODOKWAŠAN , ZVEREJ ŇOVAŤ, Z MOC ŇE ŇÍ , ZVEREJ NI Ť, FRAGERE ČKIN , ZDIEL’AŤ, PLAGIAT, OD ČAROWANÍ , CEPER , NALÍKNÚ ŤÍ , EUFE MIZMUS , VE ČER , PRACHÁR , KLAVÍR , PEP ŘITI , ĎÁBLOWÍ , F ORMAN , SIRI , STROJNÁ SOBI Ť, ÚLOHA , MLSAŤ, ZAZIWICOWAŤ, IXTETO, SKRO ŤITEDELNÍ , POZDE , BUTTON ,
MLSÁ , MLSKA , ZAVIEST, ZAVIEZT, M R ŇÁK , ZAVIEST, PAMLSOK , OSTRIHNUTÍ , ML SKA , TULA ČI Ť SA , EXSPIRÁCIA , EXPIRÁCIA , CHWÁTAŤ, H IN ČOWAŤ, PODMETÁWAŤ,
Ň EBO, Ú TKOST ’, V ESELÁ , D OLNÁ K RUPÁ , DOSÁDZANÍ , VELI ČENSTVO, KLUK , WI MEZI ŤI , POSTRE ČKOWÁWAŤ, TAKTIEZ , PAPUL’ISKO, S ŇÍWAŤ SA , USEKAŤ, K RAVCIK ,
EVA , ASIMILACIA , ZDICHÁWAŤ, MORAWAN ČIN , HOTEL , W I ĎE ĎE ŇÍ , EXSPIRÁCIA , Š RÚB ,
L APINDA , W EZE ŇÍ , U ČUTÍ , NATESAŤ, Č LOWESTWÍ , CHLEBODARCA , PES
P OLISH : P OŁO ŻONE JEST W CENTRUM P OLSKI , NA SKRZY ŻOWANIU SAMOCHO DOWYCH I KOLEJOWYCH CI AGÓW
˛
KOMUNIKACYJNYCH . G RANICZY Z SZEŚCIOMA
INNYMI WOJEWÓDZTWAMI : MAZOWIECKIM , ŚWI ETOKRZYSKIM
˛
, ŚL ASKIM
˛
, OPOL SKIM , WIELKOPOLSKIM I KUJAWSKO - POMORSKIM .
A DMINISTRACYJNIE WOJEWÓDZTWO JEST PODZIELONE NA 177 GMINY ( W TYM
3 MIASTA NA PRAWACH POWIATU ) I 21 POWIATÓW. T RZY MIASTA NA PRAWACH
POWIATU TO : Ł ÓD Ź , P IOTRKÓW T RYBUNALSKI I S KIERNIEWICE . S IEDZIB A˛ ADMIN ISTRACYJN A˛ JEST Ł ÓD Ź , TRZECIE CO DO WIELKOŚCI MIASTO W P OLSCE , OD KTÓ REGO POCHODZI NAZWA WOJEWÓDZTWA . W SAMYM CENTRUM MIASTA PRZY
ULICY P IOTRKOWSKIEJ 104 MIEŚCI SI E˛ SIEDZIBA Ł ÓDZKIEGO U RZ EDU
˛
W OJEWÓDZ KIEGO W Ł ODZI .

`the bad'

S ERBO -C ROAT : P OSLOVANJE SE ODVIJALO PO "Ð OKI ĆEVIM EKONOMSKIM PRINCI PIMA ": B RANA P ONJARAC JE S TEVANOVI ĆU ISPORU ČIVALA "P ETROLOVO " GORIVO,
E˛NERGOPETROLU ŃIJE NIŠTA

A ON GA JE PRODAVAO, PARE STAVLJAO U DŽEP, A

(p.1, p.4)

(p.1, p.2, p.9)
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ÞAR SEM BREIÐIR SÉRHJÓÐAR TÁKNUÐU ANNARS TVÍHLJÓÐ . S TAFSETNING R ASKS
HAFÐI FLJÓTLEGA TÖLUVERÐ ÁHRIF.

I Is it easy to do?

L ATVIAN : VASAR A˛ ŽALIUOJANTYS ARBA VISADA ŽALIUOJANTYS MEDŽIAI , RE ČIAU
KR ŪMAI . L APAI SKIAUT ĖTI ARBA IŠTISINIAI , DANTYTAIS AR LYGIAIS KRAŠTAIS .
KUOKELINIAI ŽIEDAI NUSVIRUSIUOSE ŽIRGINIUOSE . VAISIUS – VIENAS ĖKL Ė GIL Ė .

Faked small-caps, also with /ActualText special commands, built-in to the
virtual font, named bchrc8sx with pdfTEX, or bchrc8sxx with XETEX.
This font, using files such as bchrc8sx.vf and bchrc8sx.tfm , references another (non-virtual) font bchr8rs which is a copy of bchr8r, but encoded under
a different name 8sc.enc to allow a different CMap to be applied. Thus we get
2 instances of Charter-Roman, (bchr8a.pfb) with the same actual encoding but
using different CMap resources. This allows the lower-case small-caps letters
to be extracted as actual lower-case latin characters, even though they appear
visually as upper-case.

I Yes (kind of), and No (for some things).
C ZECH : P O PROUDU ŘEKY JE Č ECH ŮV MOST DESÁTÝM PRAŽSKÝM MOSTEM . J EDNÁ
SE O JEDINOU TAKTO VELKOU SECESNÍ MOSTNÍ KONSTRUKCI U NÁS . D ÍKY TOMU
PAT ŘÍ MEZI CHRÁNĚNÉ TECHNICKÉ PAMÁTKY. N A ŠÍ ŘKU M Ě ŘÍ 16 METR Ů A S DÉL KOU 169 METR Ů SE JEDNÁ O NEJKRATŠÍ PRAŽSKÝ MOST .
H IÇ BIR KELIME Ğ ILE BAŞLAMAZ !
A Ğ AÇ KELIMESININ ORTASINDA , DA Ğ.

H IÇ BIR ZAMAN ILK SIRADA DE ĞILDIR Ğ.

S LOVAK : N APOSLEDY HL’ADANÉ SLOVÁ :
Ĺ , DEPRIMÁCIA , PRIPEK , P REPEK , WICIŠ ČÍ Ť, WICHLASTANÍ , DEPRIVÁCIA , I BRÍ ČEK ,
DEPRIVOVAŤ, DEPRIVOVANÝ, NAŠKUBANÍ , K OWÁLKA , LEŽACÍ , S MÍ ČE ŇÍ , ODMALI ČKA ,
N E O KRÔCHANÝ, NALOŽI Ť, O KRÔCHANÝ, O KRÔCHANEC , PRE ǦAZDOWAŤ, PICA , OPLÁKÁWAŤ, ZRETELNI , SUPLIK , ŠUPLIKA , C HOR , RASLAVICE , POT ŘÍ ŤI , NÁBOŽ ŇE ,
POLL’ET ŇE , WINASNAŽI Ť SA , H ODOKWAŠAN , ZVEREJ ŇOVAŤ, Z MOC ŇE ŇÍ , ZVEREJ NI Ť, FRAGERE ČKIN , ZDIEL’AŤ, PLAGIAT, OD ČAROWANÍ , CEPER , NALÍKNÚ ŤÍ , EUFE MIZMUS , VE ČER , PRACHÁR , KLAVÍR , PEP ŘITI , ĎÁBLOWÍ , F ORMAN , SIRI , STROJNÁ SOBI Ť, ÚLOHA , MLSAŤ, ZAZIWICOWAŤ, IXTETO, SKRO ŤITEDELNÍ , POZDE , BUTTON ,
MLSÁ , MLSKA , ZAVIEST, ZAVIEZT, M R ŇÁK , ZAVIEST, PAMLSOK , OSTRIHNUTÍ , ML SKA , TULA ČI Ť SA , EXSPIRÁCIA , EXPIRÁCIA , CHWÁTAŤ, H IN ČOWAŤ, PODMETÁWAŤ,
Ň EBO, Ú TKOST ’, V ESELÁ , D OLNÁ K RUPÁ , DOSÁDZANÍ , VELI ČENSTVO, KLUK , WI MEZI ŤI , POSTRE ČKOWÁWAŤ, TAKTIEZ , PAPUL’ISKO, S ŇÍWAŤ SA , USEKAŤ, K RAVCIK ,
EVA , ASIMILACIA , ZDICHÁWAŤ, MORAWAN ČIN , HOTEL , W I ĎE ĎE ŇÍ , EXSPIRÁCIA , Š RÚB ,
L APINDA , W EZE ŇÍ , U ČUTÍ , NATESAŤ, Č LOWESTWÍ , CHLEBODARCA , PES
P OLISH : P OŁO ŻONE JEST W CENTRUM P OLSKI , NA SKRZY ŻOWANIU SAMOCHO DOWYCH I KOLEJOWYCH CI AGÓW
˛
KOMUNIKACYJNYCH . G RANICZY Z SZEŚCIOMA
INNYMI WOJEWÓDZTWAMI : MAZOWIECKIM , ŚWI ETOKRZYSKIM
˛
, ŚL ASKIM
˛
, OPOL SKIM , WIELKOPOLSKIM I KUJAWSKO - POMORSKIM .
A DMINISTRACYJNIE WOJEWÓDZTWO JEST PODZIELONE NA 177 GMINY ( W TYM
3 MIASTA NA PRAWACH POWIATU ) I 21 POWIATÓW. T RZY MIASTA NA PRAWACH
POWIATU TO : Ł ÓD Ź , P IOTRKÓW T RYBUNALSKI I S KIERNIEWICE . S IEDZIB A˛ ADMIN ISTRACYJN A˛ JEST Ł ÓD Ź , TRZECIE CO DO WIELKOŚCI MIASTO W P OLSCE , OD KTÓ REGO POCHODZI NAZWA WOJEWÓDZTWA . W SAMYM CENTRUM MIASTA PRZY
ULICY P IOTRKOWSKIEJ 104 MIEŚCI SI E˛ SIEDZIBA Ł ÓDZKIEGO U RZ EDU
˛
W OJEWÓDZ KIEGO W Ł ODZI .
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S ERBO -C ROAT : P OSLOVANJE SE ODVIJALO PO "Ð OKI ĆEVIM EKONOMSKIM PRINCI PIMA ": B RANA P ONJARAC JE S TEVANOVI ĆU ISPORU ČIVALA "P ETROLOVO " GORIVO,
A ON GA JE PRODAVAO, PARE STAVLJAO U DŽEP, A E˛NERGOPETROLU ŃIJE NIŠTA
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text-extraction
For a very long time (always ?) there has been trouble with reliably extracting textual content.
from many PDFs produced using TEX.
I Why is that?
I Can it be xed?

It depends upon the font used!
Most TEX fonts have problems of some kind.

N OW HERE ’ S SOME REAL -WORLD TEXT, USING ACCENTED CHARACTERS FROM E U ROPEAN AND S LAVONIC LANGUAGES .

I Yes, it can.

mostly

I CELANDIC : H VENÆR VAR BÓKSTAFURINN ‘ É ’ TEKINN UPP Í ÍSLENSKU Í STAÐ ‘JE ’
OG AF HVERJU ER ‘JE ’ ENN NOTAÐ Í ÝMSUM ORÐUM ?
Þ AR MÆLTI HANN MEÐ ÞVÍ AÐ É YRÐI SKRIFAÐ MEÐ BAKFALLSBRODDI , ÞAÐ ER È
ÞAR SEM BREIÐIR SÉRHJÓÐAR TÁKNUÐU ANNARS TVÍHLJÓÐ . S TAFSETNING R ASKS
HAFÐI FLJÓTLEGA TÖLUVERÐ ÁHRIF.

I Is it easy to do?

L ATVIAN : VASAR A˛ ŽALIUOJANTYS ARBA VISADA ŽALIUOJANTYS MEDŽIAI , RE ČIAU
KR ŪMAI . L APAI SKIAUT ĖTI ARBA IŠTISINIAI , DANTYTAIS AR LYGIAIS KRAŠTAIS .
KUOKELINIAI ŽIEDAI NUSVIRUSIUOSE ŽIRGINIUOSE . VAISIUS – VIENAS ĖKL Ė GIL Ė .

Faked small-caps, also with /ActualText special commands, built-in to the
virtual font, named bchrc8sx with pdfTEX, or bchrc8sxx with XETEX.
This font, using files such as bchrc8sx.vf and bchrc8sx.tfm , references another (non-virtual) font bchr8rs which is a copy of bchr8r, but encoded under
a different name 8sc.enc to allow a different CMap to be applied. Thus we get
2 instances of Charter-Roman, (bchr8a.pfb) with the same actual encoding but
using different CMap resources. This allows the lower-case small-caps letters
to be extracted as actual lower-case latin characters, even though they appear
visually as upper-case.

I Yes (kind of), and No (for some things).
C ZECH : P O PROUDU ŘEKY JE Č ECH ŮV MOST DESÁTÝM PRAŽSKÝM MOSTEM . J EDNÁ
SE O JEDINOU TAKTO VELKOU SECESNÍ MOSTNÍ KONSTRUKCI U NÁS . D ÍKY TOMU
PAT ŘÍ MEZI CHRÁNĚNÉ TECHNICKÉ PAMÁTKY. N A ŠÍ ŘKU M Ě ŘÍ 16 METR Ů A S DÉL KOU 169 METR Ů SE JEDNÁ O NEJKRATŠÍ PRAŽSKÝ MOST .
H IÇ BIR KELIME Ğ ILE BAŞLAMAZ ! H IÇ BIR ZAMAN ILK SIRADA DE ĞILDIR Ğ.
A Ğ AÇ KELIMESININ ORTASINDA , DA Ğ.
S LOVAK : N APOSLEDY HL’ADANÉ SLOVÁ :
Ĺ , DEPRIMÁCIA , PRIPEK , P REPEK , WICIŠ ČÍ Ť, WICHLASTANÍ , DEPRIVÁCIA , I BRÍ ČEK ,
DEPRIVOVAŤ, DEPRIVOVANÝ, NAŠKUBANÍ , K OWÁLKA , LEŽACÍ , S MÍ ČE ŇÍ , ODMALI ČKA ,
N E O KRÔCHANÝ, NALOŽI Ť, O KRÔCHANÝ, O KRÔCHANEC , PRE ǦAZDOWAŤ, PICA , OPLÁKÁWAŤ, ZRETELNI , SUPLIK , ŠUPLIKA , C HOR , RASLAVICE , POT ŘÍ ŤI , NÁBOŽ ŇE ,
POLL’ET ŇE , WINASNAŽI Ť SA , H ODOKWAŠAN , ZVEREJ ŇOVAŤ, Z MOC ŇE ŇÍ , ZVEREJ NI Ť, FRAGERE ČKIN , ZDIEL’AŤ, PLAGIAT, OD ČAROWANÍ , CEPER , NALÍKNÚ ŤÍ , EUFE MIZMUS , VE ČER , PRACHÁR , KLAVÍR , PEP ŘITI , ĎÁBLOWÍ , F ORMAN , SIRI , STROJNÁ SOBI Ť, ÚLOHA , MLSAŤ, ZAZIWICOWAŤ, IXTETO, SKRO ŤITEDELNÍ , POZDE , BUTTON ,
MLSÁ , MLSKA , ZAVIEST, ZAVIEZT, M R ŇÁK , ZAVIEST, PAMLSOK , OSTRIHNUTÍ , ML SKA , TULA ČI Ť SA , EXSPIRÁCIA , EXPIRÁCIA , CHWÁTAŤ, H IN ČOWAŤ, PODMETÁWAŤ,
Ň EBO, Ú TKOST ’, V ESELÁ , D OLNÁ K RUPÁ , DOSÁDZANÍ , VELI ČENSTVO, KLUK , WI MEZI ŤI , POSTRE ČKOWÁWAŤ, TAKTIEZ , PAPUL’ISKO, S ŇÍWAŤ SA , USEKAŤ, K RAVCIK ,
EVA , ASIMILACIA , ZDICHÁWAŤ, MORAWAN ČIN , HOTEL , W I ĎE ĎE ŇÍ , EXSPIRÁCIA , Š RÚB ,
L APINDA , W EZE ŇÍ , U ČUTÍ , NATESAŤ, Č LOWESTWÍ , CHLEBODARCA , PES
P OLISH : P OŁO ŻONE JEST W CENTRUM P OLSKI , NA SKRZY ŻOWANIU SAMOCHO DOWYCH I KOLEJOWYCH CI AGÓW
˛
KOMUNIKACYJNYCH . G RANICZY Z SZEŚCIOMA
INNYMI WOJEWÓDZTWAMI : MAZOWIECKIM , ŚWI ETOKRZYSKIM
˛
, ŚL ASKIM
˛
, OPOL SKIM , WIELKOPOLSKIM I KUJAWSKO - POMORSKIM .
A DMINISTRACYJNIE WOJEWÓDZTWO JEST PODZIELONE NA 177 GMINY ( W TYM
3 MIASTA NA PRAWACH POWIATU ) I 21 POWIATÓW. T RZY MIASTA NA PRAWACH
POWIATU TO : Ł ÓD Ź , P IOTRKÓW T RYBUNALSKI I S KIERNIEWICE . S IEDZIB A˛ ADMIN ISTRACYJN A˛ JEST Ł ÓD Ź , TRZECIE CO DO WIELKOŚCI MIASTO W P OLSCE , OD KTÓ REGO POCHODZI NAZWA WOJEWÓDZTWA . W SAMYM CENTRUM MIASTA PRZY
ULICY P IOTRKOWSKIEJ 104 MIEŚCI SI E˛ SIEDZIBA Ł ÓDZKIEGO U RZ EDU
˛
W OJEWÓDZ KIEGO W Ł ODZI .

`the bad'

S ERBO -C ROAT : P OSLOVANJE SE ODVIJALO PO "Ð OKI ĆEVIM EKONOMSKIM PRINCI PIMA ": B RANA P ONJARAC JE S TEVANOVI ĆU ISPORU ČIVALA "P ETROLOVO " GORIVO,
A ON GA JE PRODAVAO, PARE STAVLJAO U DŽEP, A E˛NERGOPETROLU ŃIJE NIŠTA
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bchrc8s

Faked small-caps, with adjusted virtual font, mapline entry and special CMap.
Copy bchr8r.tfm renamed as bchr8rs, and build a new virtual font bchrc8s
that differs from bchrc8t only in using this bchr8rs for the lower-case letters:
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CMaps, Virtual Fonts, /ActualText
The font issues fall into 3 categories:
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xes

CMaps, Virtual Fonts, /ActualText

xes

The font issues fall into 3 categories:
1. small capitals: need to be mapped to ordinary lowercase letters.
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I Lars' code (at left) does not work upon extracting text because there is no actual font
character to be selected, so the /ActualText replacement string will never be used.
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example coding does not actually achieve the `visible space' character that was desired.
I
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I Lars' code (at left) does not work upon extracting text because there is no actual font
character to be selected, so the /ActualText replacement string will never be used.
I In the coding at right, we use pdfTEX's `fake space' font via (SELECTFONT D 2).
It is this character that gets selected, and mapped to the `visible space' at U+2423 .
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I This technique allows you to override a mapping to Unicode, from a CMap or based upon
glyph name, should it be appropriate to do so.
I Drawback: it only works with pdfTEX, and maybe also LuaTEX.
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Abstract
Successful tagging within PDF files generated from
LATEX source encourages a change in viewpoint on
the nature and intent of the LATEX coding. Using
explicit examples from a real-world document, we
illustrate how to capture such a change within the
LATEX source, for various structural elements. Other
issues for creating archival and accessible PDF documents are discussed.
1

Introduction

With ‘Tagged PDF’ being the accepted method for
creating PDF documents enriched to satisfy Accessibility requirements [5, 6], this article is intended
to address the main issues that authors and editors should be aware of, with regards to tagging and
LATEX usage. Examples are taken from a real-world
fully-tagged research report, prepared in LATEX but
also employing extra coding written by the author,
in a package named tpdf that handles the technical
aspects of producing ‘Tagged PDF’. That research
report is the one used by the author in the talk [7]
at TUG 2019, and delivered remotely using Zoom
collaboration software. It is based on a publication
from the U.S. National Parks Service [8].
This article is not meant to be an introduction
to the use of the tpdf package, but more about the
kind of extra considerations that authors and editors alike should be making, to allow tagging to be
performed successfully and usefully.

1

be managed to ensure long-term preservation; . . .

Tagging with LATEX — Part 1: author
considerations

By producing documents conforming to published
standards both PDF/A [3] and PDF/UA [4], these
obligations can be met in full, if not surpassed.
2

Tagging commands for special content

It is a common typographical practice to use different styling to present names of books, magazines,
or publications which have a particular relevance to
the topic under discussion. Certainly the fact of a
different style being used indicates to a fully-sighted
reader that there is a special significance, but not
what that significance actually is. That has to be
deduced from context. With tagging, that significance can be made explicit. And with LATEX source
this is very easy to do.
For example, the Night Skies Project report has
a page which mentions the various Acts of Congress
which underpin their work; see Figure 1. The names
of these acts appear in italics. This was originally
done by simply specifying
\textit{Organic Act of 1916} ...

Changing this by inventing a macro \nrpsAct the
true intention is captured, at least within the LATEX
source. For typesetting purposes the expansion of
this new macro is given by:
% for names of Acts of Congress
\newcommand{\nrpsAct}[1]{\textit{#1}}

Advice for authors of LATEX documents
needing
Tagged.
which typesets exactly
as \textit to
does. be
But now,
1.1

Requirements for U.S. federally funded
research publications

As some justification as to why ‘Tagged PDF’ is
both relevant and desirable, we note some U.S. Government guidelines and requirements.
• United States Access Board; Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) Final Standards and Guidelines. [1]
Section 508 ICT Refresh, §504.2.2 :
. . . be capable of exporting PDF files
that conform to ANSI/AIIM/ISO 14289
-1:2016 (PDF/UA-1) . . .

• National Science Foundation, Q&A: public access policy. [2]
. . . possess a minimum set of machine-

when it comes to generating tagging for a Tagged
PDF version, as seen on the left-hand side of Figure 1, one can use coding as in Figure 2.
In that coding we see that firstly a new macro is
created, named \NRPS@Act, which refers to the same
code-block as currently does \nrpsAct, by using
TEX’s \let primitive. Then a new code-block is defined under the name \TPDF@NRPS@Act. When this
block is executed, after reading the parameter text
as #1 a group is started with \begingroup. Structure tagging named as CongressAct is implemented,
along with a counter for such structure elements.
The tagging that would otherwise be performed by
\textit, through the style change macro \itshape,
is suppressed since we are using the CongressAct
structure instead. Then \TPDF@NRPS@Act is called
with the #1 parameter text, to do the typesetting
and generate the associated content tagging structures that would normally have been done when
\textit is called. The grouping is closed using

Documentation & example document
The document at left is the one submitted as a preprint for this talk. It contains a description of
tagging features that can be obtained, with advice to authors on how to make the tagging
process easier to achieve.
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Microphones
Network & Bandwidth
Frame & Cameras
Lighting
Backgrounds
Additional Hardware
Recording Yourself
Screen Capture vs. Presentation Software
Video Editing
Minimal requirements
Logistics of the meeting

You have a choice of giving your lecture live, but it is much preferable for you to record it
and upload it ahead of time. In this way we cover all bases in the case of a malfunction, poor
bandwidth or some other problem.
We have provided below some hints about how to produce your video (live or recorded).
There are dozens of ways to do this, and this is just a brief guide on the most important topics.

Microphones
Advice for

presenters at TUG 2020 Online.

First, let me state that sound is the most important thing in a online lecture. People put up
with a bad picture, bad frame, bad lighting and even spotty bandwidth . . . but bad sound drives
viewers away immediately. How good it is and how good it can get depends on a lot of stuff, but
if I could make a ‘generic’ discussion of the problem — here it is:
There are 8 types of connectors commonly used by people on computers/laptops/phones.
If I could order them from bad to good it would roughly be:

The document at right makes use of the advice given in the preprint.
As some justification as to why ‘Tagged PDF’ is
both relevant and desirable, we note some U.S. Government guidelines and requirements.
• United States Access Board; Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) Final Standards and Guidelines. [1]
Section 508 ICT Refresh, §504.2.2 :
. . . be capable of exporting PDF files
that conform to ANSI/AIIM/ISO 14289
-1:2016 (PDF/UA-1) . . .

• National Science Foundation, Q&A: public access policy. [2]
. . . possess a minimum set of machine-

1.
2.
3.
4.

Computer: built-in mic — worst
Phone: built-in mic
Bluetooth
TRS

5.
6.
7.
8.

TRRS
XLR (3 pin)
USB-C
USB — best

Just about the worst option is to use a ‘built-in mic’. In general it is awkwardly pointed (ceiling
is the most common position) and it picks up sound from the keyboard and vibration from the
machine, etc. There are the same issues with a phone’s built-in mic that is manufactured with
a dual purpose — to pick up sound from close and from afar (when used as a speaker-phone),
avoid wind noise, etc. These are made for too many things that you do not need in a lecture.
The list of problems: echoes, unintended pick up, goes on and on. There are a few computers
that have built-in mics that work well, but most of them are junk.
The next worst is to use a Bluetooth headset. Some of them could be extremely expensive,
some of them have fancy pick up of sound using the eardrums, but all of them introduce a lag

Documentation & example document
The document at left is the one submitted as a preprint for this talk. It contains a description of
tagging features that can be obtained, with advice to authors on how to make the tagging
process easier to achieve.
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both relevant and desirable, we note some U.S. Government guidelines and requirements.
• United States Access Board; Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) Final Standards and Guidelines. [1]
Section 508 ICT Refresh, §504.2.2 :
. . . be capable of exporting PDF files
that conform to ANSI/AIIM/ISO 14289
-1:2016 (PDF/UA-1) . . .

• National Science Foundation, Q&A: public access policy. [2]
. . . possess a minimum set of machine-

1.
2.
3.
4.

Computer: built-in mic — worst
Phone: built-in mic
Bluetooth
TRS

5.
6.
7.
8.

TRRS
XLR (3 pin)
USB-C
USB — best

Just about the worst option is to use a ‘built-in mic’. In general it is awkwardly pointed (ceiling
is the most common position) and it picks up sound from the keyboard and vibration from the
machine, etc. There are the same issues with a phone’s built-in mic that is manufactured with
a dual purpose — to pick up sound from close and from afar (when used as a speaker-phone),
avoid wind noise, etc. These are made for too many things that you do not need in a lecture.
The list of problems: echoes, unintended pick up, goes on and on. There are a few computers
that have built-in mics that work well, but most of them are junk.
The next worst is to use a Bluetooth headset. Some of them could be extremely expensive,
some of them have fancy pick up of sound using the eardrums, but all of them introduce a lag
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I Visual integrity: How do we know that the Tagged version of a LATEX-produced PDF,
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I Page breaking; how does it affect tagging?
I Hyperlinking, both internal and external: structure destinations with PDF 2.0
I Export to XML and HTML.
I `Beamer' slides
I many other things . . .

Accessibility, text-extraction
Accessibility, author advice for Tagged PDF
Tagging in TikZ diagrams.
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Ricardo García Fernández. 2013. TikZ SWOT diagram, https://gist.github.com/ricardogarfe/4563453.
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